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Preface

This preface describes the audience, organization, acronyms, and conventions used in the document.

Cisco DNA Spaces is now Cisco Spaces. We are in the process of updating our documentation with the new
name. This includes updating GUIs and the corresponding procedures, screenshots, and URLs. For the duration
of this activity, you might see occurrences of both Cisco DNA Spaces and Cisco Spaces. We take this
opportunity to thank you for your continued support.

Note

This document contains the following sections:

• Audience, on page vii
• Document Organization, on page vii
• Document Conventions, on page viii
• List of Acronyms and Abbreviations, on page ix
• Communications, Services, and Additional Information, on page ix

Audience
This guide is meant for account administrators who manage the Cisco Spaces user accounts and perform the
configurations required for Cisco Spaces. This guide is also meant for business and store administrators who
use Cisco Spaces to create the proximity rules to send notifications to customers and business users.

Other target audience includes portal designers and access code managers.

Document Organization
DescriptionChapter TitleChapter Number

Provides information about various
Cisco Spaces features and the
prerequisites to deploy Cisco
Spaces.

Cisco Spaces PrerequisitesChapter 1
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DescriptionChapter TitleChapter Number

Provides an overview about Cisco
Spaces and its features. This
chapter also describes the process
flow, system requirements, and how
to start working with Cisco Spaces.

Getting StartedChapter 2

Provides information about about
Cisco Spaces dashboard and its
features.

Cisco Spaces HomeChapter 3

Provides information about how to
define Cisco Spaces location
hierarchy.

Location Hierarchy in Cisco
Spaces

Chapter 4

Provides information about
Location Hierarchy 2.0 and its
features in Cisco Spaces.

Location Hierarchy 2.0 in Cisco
Spaces

Chapter 5

Describes how to integrate with
Cisco DNA Center and Service
Now and other applications.

IntegrationChapter 6

Provides information about the app
details mentioned in theMonitoring
section.

MonitorChapter 7

Provides information about how to
manage Cisco Spaces users, Cisco
Spaces accounts, and Cisco
Connected Mobile Experiences
(CMX) accounts.

Admin ManagementChapter 8

Describes how to setup Wireless
Network and Meraki Camera.

SetupChapter 9

Document Conventions
This document uses the following conventions:

Table 1: Document Conventions

DescriptionConvention

Commands, command options, and keywords are in
boldface.

Boldface

Arguments for which you supply values are in italicsItalics

Used to describe a series of menu options.Option > Option

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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Means reader take note. Notes contain helpful suggestions or references to material not covered in this guide.Note

Means reader take tip. Tips contain helpful suggestions to resolve issues.Tip

List of Acronyms and Abbreviations
Table 2: List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

ExpansionAcronym

Access Control ListACL

Bluetooth Low EnergyBLE

Cisco Unified Wireless NetworkCUWN

Captive Network AssistantCNA

Received Signal Strength IndicatorRSSI

Service Set IdentifierSSID

Universally Unique IdentifierUUID

Communications, Services, and Additional Information
• To receive timely, relevant information from Cisco, sign up at Cisco Profile Manager.

• To get the business impact you’re looking for with the technologies that matter, visit Cisco Services.

• To submit a service request, visit Cisco Support.

• To discover and browse secure, validated enterprise-class apps, products, solutions, and services, visit
Cisco DevNet.

• To obtain general networking, training, and certification titles, visit Cisco Press.

• To find warranty information for a specific product or product family, access Cisco Warranty Finder.

Cisco Bug Search Tool
Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST) is a gateway to the Cisco bug-tracking system, whichmaintains a comprehensive
list of defects and vulnerabilities in Cisco products and software. The BST provides you with detailed defect
information about your products and software.

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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Documentation Feedback
To provide feedback about Cisco technical documentation, use the feedback form available in the right pane
of every online document.

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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C H A P T E R 1
Overview

• Overview , on page 1

Overview

Cisco DNA Spaces is now Cisco Spaces. We are in the process of updating our documentation with the new
name. This includes updating GUIs and the corresponding procedures, screenshots, and URLs. For the duration
of this activity, you might see occurrences of both Cisco DNA Spaces and Cisco Spaces. We take this
opportunity to thank you for your continued support.

Note

Asset Locator is more than an asset management tool. It is a comprehensive single resource for managing,
monitoring, and optimizing your assets, Internet of Things (IoT) sensors, alerting system, and operational
workflows. Using a technology-agnostic approach, the solution can use a wide range of tags and sensors,
including Wi-Fi, RFID, and environmental monitors, to continually integrate, monitor, and manage your
connected operations. Through its cloud-based interface, you can define the profile, category, and ownership
of each of the assets. You can establish business rules to define workflows and the expected operating range
of your assets and sensors.

Asset Locator then continually monitors data from the sensors attached to your assets—including telemetry
data such as temperature and humidity. When any measure deviates from the norm established by your
workflows, policies, and business rules, the solution swings into action. It can give you an immediate alert
or, if you prefer, can trigger an automated action that is predefined by your workflows and business rules.

The cloud solution and mobile app give you real-time visibility into how your operations are functioning,
enabling you to take immediate action and optimize operational processes. In addition, you have access to a
wide range of historical reports and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to help you continually evaluate the
effectiveness of operations and measure the impact of new processes.

Overview
Here is a quick glance at the solution architecture:

• Asset Locator cloud account.

• Assets that are to be tracked.

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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• Tags (Wi-FI, BLE, or RFID) attached to the assets that need to be tracked.

• Cisco Access Points and Cisco Wireless Controllers.

• Cisco ConnectedMobile Experiences device (Cisco CMX)ORCisco Spaces: Detect and Locate deployed
within the network.

• Floor Maps downloaded from Cisco Prime Infrastructure .

Version supportedDescriptionSolution Component

Any wireless controller versionControl and DataCisco AireOS Wireless Controller

Any APFor Wi-FI tags. Location of assets
based on RSSI information
emananting from tag.

Cisco Access Points

Cisco PI Version 3.0 and above.For AP positioning and exporting
maps. (Management)

Cisco Prime Infrastructure

Cisco CMX 10.3.1.x and above.Configuration and management
required for Asset Locator.

Cisco CMX OR Cisco Spaces:
Detect and Locate

CCX Compatible, Wi-Fi, BLE,
RFID

Attached to assets that need to be
tracked

Tags

—Assets that need to be trackedAssets

—Building and floors maps exported
from Cisco Prime Infrastructure

Maps

—Monitor, Track, andManage assetsCisco Asset Locator

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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Figure 1: Information Flow

Asset Locator requires a data path that includes either Cisco Spaces: Connector or Cisco CMX.Note

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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Figure 2: Information Flow

Features and Benefits
• Use your existing wireless network to provide better operational insights and efficiencies

• Digitize and capture indoor location, sensor telemetry and other contextual data from your assets

• Save critical staff time by easily managing and quickly locating assets in your facilities

• Synthesize the collected data via a sophisticated rules engine, apply business and workflow rules, and
automatically trigger defined actions and alerts

• Reduce manual processes by tracking, managing, and monitoring Wi-Fi, RFID tags, and telemetry
sensors attached to assets

• Avoid inventory loss or stock outages by monitoring assets and sensors in real time, applying business
and workflow rules, and automatically triggering alerts

• Automate KPI monitoring through the web dashboard and reports, for real-time and historical insights
to optimize operations

• Provide connectivity to enterprise applications via a flexible, API-driven platform

• Gain unified visibility across the entire organization from a single cloud-scaled dashboard while providing
custom roles and permissions to users

• Reduce CapEx and maintenance costs with a SaaS subscription model

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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Table 3: Features and Benefits

BenefitFeature

Provides support for multiple tag providers

Helps reduce new investment when tag systems are
already deployed

Cisco Compatible Extensions (CCX) compatibility

Reduces installation cost and time

Improves scalability as demand grows

Improves solution through continuous feature
development and faster deployment

Cloud service

Improves efficiency of critical staff by reducing
manual monitoring and tracking of assets

Improves asset utilization by analyzing movement
and utilization patterns

Improves tactical operations through real-time
visibility into all assets in a facility

Asset track and trace, monitoring, and management

Enables automated workflows through rules that
address conditions such as asset location, motion
status, environmental telemetry, and other business
attributes

Avoids inventory loss or stock outages through an
alerting system

Detects the temperature and humidity of refrigerators
to maintain an acceptable range for
temperature-sensitive assets

Tracks assets based on entrance, exit, or
motion-sensing events

Improves safety and security by detecting panic button
trigger

Rules

Reduces downtime by triggering alerts when asset
condition exceeds threshold defined by business rules
and workflows

Helps keep staff informed through alerts sent by email
or text message

Automatically classifies assets based on rule
conditions

Manages alerts with built-in audit trail and alert
management system

Triggers secondary workflows through API triggers
to other enterprise back-end systems

Alerting system

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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BenefitFeature

Reduces time spent collecting data, monitoring assets,
and reporting

Helps improve decision-making through automated
and customizable KPI reports

Enables compliance reporting with historic records
on telemetry data (temperature, humidity, etc.) and
asset status

Reporting

Provides a user-friendly interface to help reduce time
spent searching for assets inside a facility

Uses the mobile device’s location to further improve
asset search by limiting results to nearby assets and
alerts

Improves response to and compliance with alerts
through notifications and easy alert management

Improves user experience and mobility for staff on
the floor

Mobile app

Licensing
Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator is tag and sensor technology agnostic. Depending on your technology preferences,
you can purchase sensors from any CCX-compliant tag vendor.

The web and mobile platforms give you the power to tailor the solution to your needs. How do you want to
categorize your assets? What workflows are important to your operations? Through a single, cloud-based
interface, you have complete control over each of these elements. And by automating your workflows and
alerts, you no longer need to spend cycles on day-to-day monitoring, but rather can focus on continually
improving your operations.

Asset Locator is a component of Cisco Spaces, a cloud-based and mobile solution that can be deployed easily
and quickly. And its subscription model helps provide predictable, year-to-year operational expenses. Asset
Locator is included in the Cisco Spaces ACT license.

Navigate to Settings > Licenses to find details of existing license.

• Type—Type of License (Evaluation or Advanced)

• End Date—Date of expiry of license

• Days Remaining—Number of days remaining for the license to expire.

• Account Name—Account Name of License

• Account Number—Account Number of License

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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C H A P T E R 2
Setup

• Setup, on page 7

Setup

Request a Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Account

Request an account on Cisco Spaces by sending an email to cisco-dnaspaces-support@external.cisco.com requesting
for a demo or live account creation on the Cisco Spaces dashboard. For more information, see Getting Started with DNA
Spaces Dashboard.

Setup Connectivity between Asset Locator and Cisco Spaces
Refer to Cisco Spaces: Connector Configuration Guide for more information.

Setup Connectivity between Asset Locator and Cisco CMX (Release 10.6 and
above)

To set up connectivity between Asset Locator and Cisco CMX release 10.6 and greater, no configuration is
necessary on Asset Locator. You can follow instructions in the Configuring Cisco CMX 10.6 and above.

You can use the dnaspaces-stream channel to track data flow from Cisco CMX to Asset Locator.Note

Setup Connectivity Between Asset Locator and Cisco CMX (Prior to Release
10.6)

To setup connectivity between Asset Locator and Cisco CMX prior to Release 10.6, no configuration is
necessary on Asset Locator.

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
7
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Step 1 Import maps from Cisco PI to Cisco CMX

Refer to Import Maps from Cisco PI to Cisco CMX section of the Appendix.

Step 2 Connect the Cisco CMX to Cisco Spaces.

Refer to How to Obtain a token from Cisco Spaces section of the Appendix.

Step 3 Configure notifications on Cisco CMX.

Refer to Configuring Notifications on Cisco CMX 10.5 and below section of the Appendix.

Setup Connectivity Between Asset Locator and Cisco Spaces: Detect and
Locate

To setup connectivity between Asset Locator and Cisco Spaces: Detect and Locate, no configuration is
necessary on Asset Locator. This is because the system auto-provisions the dnaspaces-stream during customer
onboarding or asset provisioning

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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C H A P T E R 3
Manage Maps

• Manage Maps, on page 9

Manage Maps

Uploading Maps
One of the first setup tasks involved in setting up Asset Locator is uploading maps exported from Cisco Prime
Infrastructure to Asset Locator.

If Asset Locator is launched through Cisco Spaces, maps are automatically synced into Asset Locator.Note

Before you begin

If you are using Cisco CMX release 10.5 or earlier, refer to Importing Maps from Cisco PI to Cisco CMX.

Step 1 Log in to the Asset Locator.
Step 2 From the left-navigation pane, click Configure > Maps, and then click Upload button.

Step 3 Browse to the location and select the maps exported previously from Cisco Prime Infrastructure .
Step 4 Verify if the maps were uploaded successfully by selecting the floor map.

Create Chokepoints (Monitors)
From the left-navigation pane, click Configure > Maps, and browse to the location where you need to create
a chokepoint. Click the chokepoint icon from the toolbar to the left as shown and enter the details of the
chokepoint before placing it on the map.

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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Create Zones
From the left navigation pane, click Configure > Maps, and browse to the location where you need to create
a chokepoint. Click the Zone icon from the toolbar to the left as shown and add the name of the zone before
placing it on the map. Once added, you can zoom into the zone and view it.

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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C H A P T E R 4
Manage Assets

• Manage Assets, on page 11

Manage Assets

Category
Categories and subcategories are customized classfiications for your assets. Add categories from theCategories
tab in the left navigation pane. You can use Categories to group and classify your assets like wheelchairs, IV
pumps, forklifts, carts, and so on.

Step 1 From the left navigation pane, click Categories and then Add in the main area of Asset Locator.

Step 2 In theCategory dialog box clickGeneral, enter the name and select aDepartment. You can also configure Subcategories
here.

Step 3 (Optional) Add custom asset field for the category and click Save.

Step 4 (Optional) Click Upload Picture tab and click the Click to Upload button, and browse for an image. Note that all assets
that are assigned to the category are also assigned the same picture as an icon.

Departments
Adding Departments (and categories) are a prerequisite step to adding your assets manually, one after the
other, to the Asset Locator.

Add departments using the Configure > Departments tab in the left-navigation pane. Departments can be
created according to the team that owns the assets. Department is a mandatory configuration. Examples of
departments are Sales, Finance, Kitchen, Human Resources (HR), Foundry, OR, and ICU.

Step 1 From the left navigation pane, click Configure > Departments and then Add in the main area of Asset Locator.
Step 2 In the Name field, enter a name for the department along with other information, and click Save.

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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Creating Assets Manually
From Configure > Assets, you can add your assets to the Asset Locator either individually or in bulk, using
an asset upload CSV file. If you prefer to upload your assets in bulk, refer to Uploading Assets in Bulk, on
page 13.

Department and Category must be configured in Asset Locator before assets can be manually added.Note

Adding Assets Individually
This task shows how to add assets individually. Note that, you must configure Categories and Departments
before adding assets individually.

Step 1 Click Add to add assets individually. In the Asset Dialog box, enter the Asset details, select department, category and
assign a tag. By default, the State of an asset is Active. Select Inactive only if the asset need not be tracked. For static
assets (no location information being received), you can manually add the location under the Static Location tab. You
can add an icon for the asset by clicking the Upload Picture tab. If the asset is assigned to a category which has an icon
as well, this icon overrides that icon. You can add enable Telemetry from the Tags tab.

Assigned Site is an optional field defining where the asset belongs to in the region. Assigned Site can be
Campus, Building or Floor level as per the uploaded maps. This field is used for the Role Based Access
Control to prevent users from seeing assets from sites they are not assigned to. For your assets to be available
for a particular site, the assets must be configured with the proper assigned site.

Note

Step 2 Verify that your assets where added successfully by navigating to the asset tab on the navigation panel. To view the
details of your asset and tag, navigate to the list view under Locator and click on an asset.

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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Step 3 Click History to see the details of Asset's location, telemetry, alerts and location on the map.

Uploading Assets in Bulk
Asset upload functionality allows you to upload new assets as well as update existing assets.

Asset Locator automatically creates categories and departments if they have not been created previously.Note

Ensure that the following mandatory fields are included in the Asset Upload CSV file for each asset.

• Serial Number

• Department Name

• Category Name

• Tag Type

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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Step 1 From Asset Locator, click Configure > Assets > Download Template. Fill the sample template downloaded and click
Upload

Step 2 Verify the status of your asset upload clicking Upload History. You can view the status of upload even if the upload
was not successful or if the upload process is ongoing. Once the status indicates success, verify if the assets are available
on the Assets page.

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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C H A P T E R 5
Manage Rules

• Configuring Rules and Actions, on page 15
• Opting Your Device for Location-Based Notifications, on page 19

Configuring Rules and Actions
Asset Locator rule engine allows to keep track of your assets using location and environmental monitoring.
The rules keep track of your assets using the location and the status of the associated tags. You can have
different types of rules that check for conditions like asset movement, change in asset location, entering or
exting of asset into a specific bulding, floor, zone (logical area) or change in asset conditions like temperature
or humidity or battery level (of associated tag). When the conditions are fulfilled, the rules trigger actions like
sending SMS, Emails, HTTP notifications or even modification of asset attributes.

The Asset Locator rules can be configured and modified at any time. Asset Locator rules are meant to save
massively on manual operations and give the business more assurace concerning the precision of their asset
record and outright docility conditions.

Below are a few examples of usecases using rules:

• Temperature: Send notifications when the temperature of a tag attached to an asset goes Below/Above
a temperature or Between/Out of Range of temperatures

• Battery: Send notifications when the battery levels of a tag attached to an asset goes Below/Above a
percentage level or Between/Out of Range of percentage levels.

• Humidity: Send notifications when the humidity of a tag attached to an asset goes Below/Above a
percentage level or Between/Out of Range of percentage levels

• Missing: Send notifications when a tag attached to an asset is uncommunicative. Also send notifications
when the asset/tag reappears.

• Location Dwell: Send notifications when a tag attached to an asset is within a configured location, which
could be a Campus, Building, Floor, Zone, or chokepoint.

• Location Entrance: Send notifications when a tag attached to an asset enters From a certain location
To a certain location, where location could be a Campus, Building, Floor, Zone, or chokepoint. Note
that both locations must be different for this notification.

• Location Exit: Send notifications when a tag attached to an asset exits From a certain location To a
certain location, where location could be a Campus, Building, Floor, Zone, or chokepoint. Note that both
locations must be different for this notification.

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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• Button Press: Send notifications when an emergency button on a tag (attached to an asset) is pressed,
assuming that tag transmits immediately.

• Motion: Send notifications when a tag attached to an asset experiences one or more motion types. Motion
type is tag-vendor dependent.

• Attribute Condition: Update the value of an attribute and observe the attribute updates on the Locator
Tab. You can label assets based on their status. The available attribute types are displayed in the image.
You can add a new attribute from Assets>Columns>Add New Field.

Step 1 In the left navigation pane, click Configure>Rules>Add.
Step 2 Enter a Name for the rule. This will be used in the content of notifiations sent via SMS, E-mail, API, or system alert.
Step 3 Choose a Priority.
Step 4 Enter a descrption for the rule.
Step 5 Click the Enabled button to activate or deactive the rule.
Step 6 (Optional) Click the Advanced button to enable the ASSET FILTER pane, which allows you to restrict the scope of

the rule to a particular category, department, or asset. If disabled, the rule is applicable to all categories, department or
assets.
a) In the ASSET FILTER pane, choose a Category or Department or specific asset(s) on which the rule is to be

applied.

Step 7 Select the condition under which the rule is to be applied on:

• Temperature: You are notified when the temperature of a tag attached to an asset goes Below/Above a temperature
or Between/Out of Range of temperatures. Supported units include Celsius and Fahrenheit.

• Humidity: You are notified when the humidity of a tag attached to an asset goes Below/Above a percentage level
or Between/Out of Range of percentage levels.

• Battery: You are notified when the battery levels of a tag attached to an asset goes Below/Above a percentage level
or Between/Out of Range of percentage levels.

• Attribute: You are notified based on the value of an attribute.

Attributes support the date time format.Note

• Missing: You are notified when a tag attached to an asset is uncommunicative for over five minutes. You are also
notified when the asset reappears.

• Missing alert is generated when a tag is not heard for over five minutes. If the tag stays missing,
you will receive another alert as per the configured Repeat Notification Every interval of the
Action.

• A reappearance alert is generated when the tag is heard from again.

Note

• Location: You are notified according to location of an asset.

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator Configuration Guide
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Note • Use Location entrance to track an asset which moves between two different locations only. Alert
is not triggered if an asset returns to a location after exiting the same location. Refer to the example
below:

a. Location Entrance condition is From Building B To Building A.

b. Asset enters Building A.

c. Asset leaves Building A for a time, say 30 minutes or eight hours.

d. Asset returns to Building A. Alert is not triggered as Asset did not enter from Building B.

• Repeat notification delay value of an Action is ignored for LocationExit andEntrance conditions.

• For all other Location conditions, Repeat notification delay is pertinent. If an asset leaves a zone,
re-enters a zone, and leaves the zone again before the Repeat notification delay time is up, you
receive only an initial alert indicating that the asset is missing. The next alert is generated only
after the Repeat notification delay interval is up.The example below illustrates the same:

a. Repeat notification delay is configured for one hour.

b. Asset leaves premises at 9:00 AM. An alert is generated.

c. Asset returns to premises at 9:15 AM. No alert is generated.

d. Asset leaves premises at 9:30 AM. No alert is generated until the hour is up.

If the Trigger on Chokepoints is enabled, alert is generated only when assets enter the range of a chokepoint.

• Motion: You are notified when a tag attached to an asset experiences one or more motion types. Motion type is
tag-vendor dependent. For Centrak tags, valid types are Stationary and Movement.

• Button Press: You are notified as soon as an emergency button on a tag attached to an asset is pressed, and the tag
beacons immediately. Button type is tag-vendor dependent. Users can label buttons as needed. Below is a list of
third party tags and their respective mapping on the Asset Locator dashboard.

• Aeroscout

• Button Press: You are notified as soon as the button on a Aeroscout tag attached to an asset is pressed.

• Tampering: You are notified as soon as an Aeroscout tag attached to an asset is tampered with.

• Centrak

• Button 1: You are notified as soon as the green button on a Centrak tag attached to an asset is pressed.

• Button 2: You are notified as soon as the yellow button on a Centrak tag attached to an asset is pressed.

• Button 3: You are notified as soon as the red button on a Centrak tag attached to an asset is pressed.

Step 8 Configure a delay for the actions to be performed when a rule condition occurs.

The delay can be of two types:

• Trigger After Time: Trigger an action only after a configured time delay. IMMEDIATELY triggers action at the
next tag transmission. This field is dependent on the tag transmission period.
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• Trigger After Count: Trigger an action only after a configured number of assets satisfy the condition.

Step 9 Configure an action to be triggered after a condition is met. An action can be of four types:

• Email: Send emails at a configured frequency.

• Subject: Enter a heading for your Email.

• Message: Enter a message body for your Email.

• User's Email: Choose addresses already configured on the Asset Locator dashboard.

• Other email addresses: Enter addresses not configured on the Asset Locator dashboard.

• Repeat notification delay: Configure frequency at which alerts must be sent to the Email addresses.

• Location-based Alerting: Enter phone numbers not configured on the Asset Locator dashboard.

• SMS: Send SMS at a configured frequency.

• Message: Enter a message body for your SMSs.

• Repeat notification delay: Configure the frequency at which SMSs must be sent to the phone numbers.

• Users: Note that only users with validated phone numbers appear here. To validate the phone number of a
user, login as the user and click User Settings from the gear drop-down in the top-right corner. In the page that
opens, click on Phone Validation and complete the steps provided.

• Location-based Alerting: You can enter phone numbers not configured on the Asset Locator dashboard. This
allows individual users to receive location-based alerts.

However, individual users must opt in their phone numbers for receving alerts by logging into their accouns
on the Asset Locator dashboard. Follow the instructions frrom Opting Your Device for Location-Based
Notifications, on page 19.

Administrators must also enable user tracking on the Asset Locator dashboard by updating the user data with
the device MAC addresss. Follow the instructions from Opting Your Device for Location-Based Notifications,
on page 19.

• HTTP: Send messages to configured URLs at a configured frequency.

• URL: Configure the URL of your server.

• Message: Enter content for the body of the alert.

• Repeat notification delay: Configure the frequency at which alerts are sent to the server.

• Disable Alerts: Disables creation of alerts for a particular rule. This option can be used when notifications are
forwarded to third party services for consumption.

• Asset Attribute: Update an attribute with a value.

• Asset Attribute:Choose asset states, static fields, and custom fields configured for an asset on the Asset Locator
dashboard.
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• Rules configured only with Attribute update action will not trigger alerts in the Alerts view.

• All other alerts (action: SMS, Email, HTTP) will trigger alerts in the Alerts view in addition to
performing configured actions.

• You can assign Open/In Progress/Done/Closed status to an alert based on the progress of the
alert.

• Closing an alert without any action on an alert does not mean that an alert is gone from the system.
You can view the alert in the Closed widget.

Note

• If tag transmission rate is once an hour, you should configure the Repeat notification value of an
Action to be an hour or more.

• Trigger After and Repeat notification value is dependent on Tag transmission rates.

Note

Opting Your Device for Location-Based Notifications
This task is a prerequisite to enable location-based notifications to an individual user's email address or phone
number. This task is necessary for the proper functioning of a rule configured with Location-based alerting.

Step 1 (Administrator Task) From the User Management > App Users tab, you, as an Administrator, can click the respective

icon for a user. In the User dialog box that opens, enter a name and the MAC address of the user's mobile device or
any device tag used to track the user.

Step 2 (User Task) From the Asset Locator dashboard, you, as an Asset Locator user, must click User Settings from the gear
drop-down in the top right corner. In the page that opens, click on Phone Validation button.

Step 3 In the Phone Validation popup that is displayed, and follow the instructions displayed.
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C H A P T E R 6
Manage Reports

• Manage Reports, on page 21

Manage Reports
Asset Locator provides detailed reports of asset inventory, alert history, battery information, temperature and
humidity. You can download any report in the CSV or PDF format. You can subscribe to it or subscribe others
to receive an email with the report. You can edit the reports and save them as your default view for the next
time you need to consult them.

• Inventory report: List of all assets in the system right now.

• Low Battery Summary: List of all assets in the system right now with battery level less than the selected
threshold.

• Alert History: Alert history as a table for a selected time range.

• Temperature: Formatted report with temp history as chart and table for a selected time range

• Humidity: Formatted report with humidity history as chart and table for a selected time range

This section takes you through the process of creating Reports using asset details.

Step 1 In the left-navigation pane, click Reports > My Reports.
Step 2 Click Add to add a new report.

Step 3 In the Create Report dialog box that is displayed, choose a report template.

• Click Inventory Report>Create. A report of all assets in the system is displayed.
• Click Low Battery Summary>Create. You can click the filter button on the right to modify the a Battery Limit.
A battery report is displayed with all the assets having a tag battery percentage that is below the specified limit.
You can modify the battery percentage value to modify the report.

• Click Alert History>Create. A report of all the alerts in the system over the past seven days is generated by
default. You can modify the range of the report as required (last three days, yesterday, today) by clicking the filter
button on the right. Maximum configurable time limit is 90 days.

• Click Temperature and choose to filter by departments or categories or individual assets and click Create. A
preview of the report of the temperature of the surrounding environment of assets during the last week is displayed.
Maximum configurable time limit is seven days.
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• Click Humidity and choose to filter by departments or categories or individual assets and click Create. A report
of the humidity of the surrounding environment of assets during the last week is displayed.Maximum configurable
time limit is seven days.

Step 4 Enter a Title and Description for your report.
Step 5 Use theAttributes check boxes on the left to customize the columns displayed in the report. Once selected, they appear

as objects in the Columns selected that can be you can drag and reordered as required to be displayed on the report.

Step 6 Click the filter button on the top right to customize the records displayed based on specific conditions. For example,
display records that have battery values lower than a particular percentage.

Step 7 Note that you can already see partial results of your report. Click Save > Run to view the complete report.
Step 8 Configure E-mail subscriptions to your report by specifying E-mail addresses, the days and time on which the report

needs to be sent, and the format used for the report, which can be PDF or CSV. You can also apply filters in this view.
Step 9 Now save any changes made to the report.
Step 10 Trigger the download of the report as PDF or CSV. The downloaded files appear in the Recent Downloads section on

the top right, which includes links to all downloads triggered in the last 24 hours.
Step 11 Once done with a particular report, click the Back arrow to return to the Reports dashboard.
Step 12 From the Reports dashboard, you can perform different actions on individual reports. Choose from one of the following:

• Remove: Delete a report.
• Edit Report: Modify a report.
• Copy Report: Duplicate a report.
• Share Report: Pick users to share a report with. Only those users who have access rights to view the report can be
selected. Other users are greyed out.

• View Report Subscribers: View the subscriptions active for this report.

Step 13 Click Manage Columns to modify the columns and the order of the columns of the reports dashboard.
Step 14 Click Download History to view the details of reports downloaded in the last 24 hours.

Step 15 Click Reports> My Subscriptions to view the subscriptions created by you or subscribed by you. From the first tab,
you can delete subscriptions you have created, and from the second tab, you can unsubscribe from subscription you
are part of.
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C H A P T E R 7
Manage Users

• Manage Users, on page 23

Manage Users
Managing users is done using the User Management tab which is further divided into four tabs

• Administrators—Lists information about administators defined on the Cisco Spaces dashboard with
administrative access rights to the app.

• App Users—Lists information about users defined within the Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator application

• User Roles—Define role-based access control (RBAC), where users or groups of users are provided
with various user roles.

• Permissions—Define an access profile for each User Role. A profile is a collection of controls and
restrictions which can be then assigned to a user role

Configuring User Permissions, User Roles, and Users
The Asset Locator users are provided with Role-based access control (RBAC), where users or groups of users
are provided with various User Roles. Some of the User Roles are AdminAccess and ReadOnlyAccess.

User Roles are differentiated by the permissions associated, departments, categories and sites. You can establish
permissions for individual components of Asset Locator, allowing you to delegate and share responsibilities
across your organization.

For instance, your floor staff might have require access rights to viewing or searching for assets, and executing
reports. However, your IT staff will require access rights to add and edit assets and create new reports

Permissions are in the form of profiles that are associated with User Roles. A profile is a collection of controls
and restrictions which can be then assigned to a User Role. Permissions are created by selecting checkboxes
for various Asset Locator features like Configure Assets, and assigning permissions like view or edit to these
features.

Before you begin

• Ensure that categories and departments are configured.

• Ensure that maps are uploaded.
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Step 1 (Optional) In the left navigation pane, click User Management>Permissions.
a) Click Add.
b) In the Permission dialog box, enter Name, Description, and configure the necessary permissions by selecting the

checkboxes and click Save.
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Table 4: Default Permissions and Priviliges

PriviligePermissions

Read and write access to entire system.AdminAccess

Read only access.ReadOnlyAccess

Step 2 In the left navigation pane, click User Management>User Roles and click Add.
Step 3 In the Role dialog box, do the following:

a) Name: Enter a Name for the user role.
b) Permission: Select a Permission from the drop-down list.
c) Select specific Departments, Categories or Sites.

Step 4 Invite users by entering their email IDs and selecting Role as configured in Step 2.

Modifying Users and User Roles
You, as an administrator, cannot modify the personal details of a user. The users also cannot modify their
personal details from the User Management tab.

The Asset Locator Administrator can modify user roles only. The Asset Locator Administrator can edit the
role of a specific user by editing user details from User Management>App Users.

Figure 3: Adminstrator can only modify roles of each individual user

Users listed under User Management > Administrators are administrators defined in the Cisco Spaces
dashboard. This type of user cannot be edited from Asset Locator, and can be edited from the Cisco Spaces
dashboard only.
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Step 1 To modify user details, users must log in to their respective accounts on the Asset Locator dashboard and click the profile
button in the top right corner, and from the drop-down menu, click User Settings. Look for Contact Information and
click the pencil icon beside it.

Figure 4: Users can modify personal details from User Settings

Step 2 From the Preferences tab of this page, you can set the following:

• Map auto refresh: Select how often (in minutes) your location list and map auto refreshes to reflect your assets
movement.

• Rows displayed: Select the default number of rows to be displayed in your list of assets, users, tags, and so on. This
value does not affect your reports.

• Time zone: Select your time zone.
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Figure 5: Time Zone Selection

Step 3 From the Activity tab, you can observe dasboard access activity like browsers used, access time, and location.
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C H A P T E R 8
Track and Trace

• Track and Trace, on page 29

Track and Trace

Dashboard View
The dashboard shows the summary of all statistics associated with your account.

• Navigate to a location using the map and click a particular location and view the summary statistics by
location.

• Navigate to a location using the drop-down menu on the top-left and view the summary statistics by
location.

• For the selected location, view Assets by department, category, and sub-divided locations, and click to
view the assets as a filtered list view of the Locator tab. The No Location pie is used to indicate those
assets that have never been heard by the system and hence have no recorded location.

• For the selected location, view Alerts by department, category, rules, priority, and sub-divided locations,
and click to view the alerts as a filtered view of the assets tab.

Locator
Asset Locator presents your assets and their details with the Locator Tab. You can view the assets on a List
or Map view. You can further apply filters to this view and save for later use as customized widgets, or
downloaded as CSV files.

You can click the assets in any of these views for a more detailed view or the Asset 360 view which inlcudes
further details like telemetry information, activity on a particular date, playback of asset history for different
dates, heatmaps and location trails.

Search
You can search for assets in the Locator: List View or Map View. You can search by the asset name, location,
or any of the attributes associated with the asset.
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Filter
You can filter Manage Wideget button to add a Canned widget, which is a widget based on an existing
template. Alternatively, you can fliter your information and click Save As New to create a new widget.

Widget
Click the Manage Wideget button to add a Canned widget, which is a widget based on an existing template.
Alternatively, you can fliter your information and click Save As New to create a new widget.

Locator: List View
The list view allows you to see a list of assets. These assets can be downloaded in CSV format.

Locator: The Map View
The map view allows you to create zones for creation of effective alerts.If assets are too close to one another,
note that the map displays them as a clustered view.

Manage Columns

Click the Manage Columns icon to reorder, hide, or show the columns.

Asset 360: A Detailed View of Assets
You can click an asset from the Locator: List or Map View to view a complete and detailed view of the Asset
or Asset 360 degree view. A map is displayed in this view with the asset positioned on the map.

• You can zoom in to the map using the plus and minus sign.

• You can click, hold, and rotate the compass icon to rotate the map.
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History View
Click on the History tab of the Asset 360 degree view to get a detailed view of the asset hisotry.
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Figure 6: History: Location View

Figure 7: History: Alert List View
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Figure 8: History: Location Trail on Map View
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Figure 9: History: Telemetry View

Alerts View
The Alerts View has a list of alerts. The alerts are triggered when conditions of the rules configured in the
Rules tab are satisifed. The view is organized by the widgets added by a user. Saving this filter will create a
Widget.

Navigate to the Alerts View

• You can add widgets to this view

• You can download CSV files listing all the alerts.

• You can hide or change the order of columns

• You can add comments to an alert, or assignOpen/In Progress/Done/Closed status to an alert based on the progress
of the alert. Closing an alert without an action does not mean an alert is gone from the system. Closed Alerts is a
widget that can provide a historic view of closed alerts.
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• You can restrict the contents in this view by applying filters on various parameters. Saving this filter will create a
widget.

Tag View
Choose Configure > Tags to open the tag view. The tags shown here are automatically discovered from
CMX. The tag view displays the list of tags and, among other information, its last heard time and location.
Tags can be modified individually or in bulk. Asset Locator can work with any CCX Compliant tags that send
location, battery and telemetry data. Asset Locator can also work with BLE tags.
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C H A P T E R 9
Troubleshoot

• Troubleshoot, on page 37

Troubleshoot
Problem: Asset Tags not populated in Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator

Possible Cause Cisco CMX is unable to communicate with Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator.

• Solution Verify if the proxy is configured on the Cisco CMX device, by issuing the following command
from the command line interface (CLI) of Cisco CMX.
cmxos sysproxy show command

• Solution If the proxy is not configured on the Cisco CMX, see Configuring a Proxy on Cisco CMX
for Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator.

• Solution If proxy is configured correctly on the Cisco CMX, issue one of the following CURL
commands. If the command does not give an error and instead outputs many lines of text, then the
proxy is able reach the external network and can allow Cisco CMX to communicate with Asset
Locator.
curl https://www.google.com

OR
curl http://www.dnaspaces.io

• Solution Verify that the correct floor map which was exported from Cisco Prime Infrastructure with APs
detecting tags is uploaded in CMX.

• Solution Verify if the Floor ID of the Cisco CMX floor map is same as the Floor ID in the Asset Locator
floormap (Floor ID is displayed on the floor map page in lower-left corner)

• Solution Verify if tags are visible on Cisco CMX floor maps

Problem: Assets do not display location information despite functional connectivity between Cisco CMX and
Asset Locator

Floor ID mismatch between Cisco CMX and Asset Locator

• Solution Verify if the correct floor map was exported.
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Problem: Last Heard Time in Asset Locator > Locator > List is longer than expected.

Tags may not be getting detected either on Cisco CMX or there is a problem with the connectivity between
Cisco CMX and Asset Locator.

• Solution Ensure that the tags on Cisco CMX floor maps are updated at configured intervals.

• Solution Check Location Engine dnaspaces-stream to check if Last Heard Time is updated regularly.
If not, check Cisco CMX and Cisco Spaces: Connector.

• Solution Verify that same floor maps are uploaded in Asset Locator.

• Solution Verify if the Floor ID in the Cisco CMX floor map is same as floor ID in the Asset Locator floor
map. Floor ID is displayed in the lower-left corner of the Map page.

• Solution Verify tags are shown on Cisco CMX floor maps.

If the problem persists, contact the support team.

Problem: Alerts not received as SMS or email for an asset.

• Solution Verify if the email and phone numbers are configured correctly.

• Solution Asset Locator provides 100 SMS by default. To enable further SMSs, the Tropos account has
to be setup.

• Solution Verify if the phone number is validated by the user.
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C H A P T E R 10
APIs

• APIs, on page 39

APIs
The APIs have an asset fetch limit of 100 records. The API has a rate limit of five requests per second. You
can generate an API token from the Settings>Licenses tab.

Figure 10: The License Tab

Additional References

Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator API Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/td/docs/wireless/
cisco-dna-spaces/tech-notes/asset-locator-api-ref.pdf
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A P P E N D I X A
Appendix

• Appendix, on page 41

Appendix

Configuring Cisco CMX with wireless controller

Step 1 From the Cisco CMX navigation pane, choose System>Settings>Controllers and Maps Setup>Advanced.
Step 2 From the Controllers section, select the IP address from the drop-down and enter the wireless controller IP address.

From the Controller SNMP Write Community, select a version and click Save.
Step 3 From the main area of the Cisco CMX dashboard, go to the, Controller area, and ensure that the wireless controller IP

address is green. This indicates a successful connection between the wireless controller and Cisco CMX.

If the wireless controller IP address is not green, refer to the instructions in the next task.Note

Configure a Hash Key on wireless controller
If the status of the wireless controller IP address is red, the wireless controller may have been added on Cisco
CMX with a read community string. Perform the following troubleshooting task.

Step 1 From the Cisco CMX CLI, execute the cmxctl config controllers show command and copy the value of the SHA2 key:
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[CMXadmin@CMX-jkp103 configuration]$ cmxctl config controllers show

+-------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+

| MAC Address | 00:50:56:ac:99:6e |

+-------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+

| SHA1 Key | d116d605fd88e72763a03871bc483786e463ae43 |

+-------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+

| SHA2 Key | 66a03889d03cbee5c10e35e641f0ea91109f32832017db60fb3a4cdaf3bf0a7e |

+-------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+

Step 2 From the wireless controller CLI, issue the config auth-list add sha256-lbs-ssc <CMX-mac><sha2KeyHashString>
command using the SHA2 string from Step 1.

Step 3 At the wireless controller CLI, execute the show auth-list command:

Configuring a Proxy on Cisco CMX 10.4 and above
This task shows you how to configure a proxy gateway on Cisco CMX (10.4 and above) to allow communication
between a Cisco CMX server installed on a private network and an external cloud setup.

Step 1 cmxos sysproxy proxy http:// <proxy-gateway-address> <port>

This command configures a proxy gateway that allows communication of an internal Cisco CMX with an external Asset
Locator server.

Step 2 cmxos sysproxy no_proxy localhost <website-address>

This command prevents the use of proxy for IP addresses that are within the network.

Step 3 cmxos sysproxy {enable | clear | disable}

This command enables proxy.

Step 4 cmxctl stop -a
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Step 5 cmxcl agent start

Step 6 cmxctl start

Step 7 Restart Cisco CMX to see the changes in effect.

Import Maps from Cisco PI to Cisco CMX

Step 1 Log in to Cisco PI using the URL https://<PrimeInfrastructure_IP_address>.
a) Choose Maps>Wireless Maps>Site Maps.
b) From the right navigation pane, choose Export > Map Archive. Ensure that all the default checks are retained, as

shown in the figure.

c) Select the map to be exported and click Export.

The selected map is downloaded to a compressed .tar file named ImportExport_xxxx .tar.gz, for example,
ImportExport_4575dcc9014d3d88.tar.gz, in your browser’s download directory.

Step 2 Log in to Cisco CMX dashboard using the URL https://<CMX_IP_address>.
a) Choose System>Settings>Controllers and Map Setup>Advanced.
b) Under Maps, click Browse, select the maps exported from Cisco PI (Step 1), and click Upload.
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Step 3 Log in to App dashboard
Step 4 Select Maps from the left menu.
Step 5 Click Upload. The map uploads to the App.
Step 6 Verify that the map uploaded to the App correctly.

How to obtain a Cisco CMX token from Cisco Spaces
This appendix shows you how to add a Cisco CMX to your Cisco Spaces account and obtain a token for the
same. You can configure this token on Cisco CMX. This step is a prerequiste for the proper functioning of
Asset Locator.

Step 1 Log in to your Cisco Spaces account.

Step 2 Click on the button in the top-right corner.
Step 3 Click Wireless Network Status.
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Step 4 From the Wireless Network Status page that is displayed, click Cisco CMX and Add New CMX

Step 5 From the Wireless Network Status page that is displayed, click Cisco CMX and Add New CMX
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Step 6 Enter a Name and Description for your Cisco CMX and click Save.

Step 7 Hover around the right extreme area of the Cisco CMX you added to display the respective hidden menu. Click on the
Key button.

Step 8 Authenticate using your Cisco Spaces credentials when prompted and click Submit.
Step 9 When the Token is displayed, click Copy.

What to do next

You can now add this token on your Cisco CMX.
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Location Services Using Cisco CMX

Configuring Cisco CMX 10.6 and Above

Configuring Notifications on Cisco CMX 10.6 and above

This step demonstrates how to configure HTTPS notifications in Cisco CMX to notify Application when a
location update occurs for a tag.

Before you begin

Get the Application token. Refer to How to Obtain a token from Cisco Spaces of the Appendix.

Step 1 From the Cisco Spaces: Asset Locator dashboard, choose Manage> Cloud Apps.
Step 2 In the Cloud Applications> Cisco Spaces section, click Enable.

WARNING

Do not enable Asset Locator if it is present. This is deprecated.

Note

Step 3 In the Create Notification Upstream dialog box, enter the value of token obtained from Cisco Spaces.
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Configuring Cisco CMX 10.5 and Before

Configuring Notifications on Cisco CMX (Prior to Cisco CMX 10.6)

This procedure demonstrates how to configure HTTPS notifications in Cisco CMX to notify Application
when a location update occurs for a tag.

Before you begin

You can retreive a token from the Creating Cisco CMX Connector and Retrieving Token section of the Cisco
CMX configuration guide.

Step 1 From the Cisco CMX dashboard, navigate to Manage > Notification > +New Notification.
Step 2 In the Create New Notification dialog box, enter a Name for your notification.

Figure 11: Create New Notification
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Step 3 Under Conditions, choose All from the Device Type and Status drop-down box, and choose All Locations from the
Heirarchy drop-down box.

Step 4 Leave the MAC address field empty.
Step 5 From Receiver drop-down list, select https .
Step 6 From the information in the activation mail, fill the host address field with https://cmx.dnaspaces.io and

port number as 443.
Step 7 In the url field, enter api/v1/cmx/notifications/locationUpdate
Step 8 Turn the MAC hashing option off.
Step 9 From the Message Format drop-down list, select JSON.
Step 10 Click Create.

Enabling Telemetry on Cisco CMX (Prior to 10.3)

This task enables Cisco CMX to send telemetry data to the Asset Locator. Telemetry data is nonlocation data
such as temperature of humidity that is collected by the RFID tags and sent to Asset Locator through the Cisco
CMX location engine.

Step 1 In the Cisco CMX CLI, navigate to the /opt/cmx/etc/node.conf and insert the following line under location
section.
user_options=-Dpublish-telemetry=true

Step 2 Restart Cisco CMX.
cmxctl stop -a
cmxctl agent start
cmxctl start

Step 3 Ensure that Cisco CMX and all its services and processes are up and running.
cmxctl status
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